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Abstract: The interface between the filling slope and the original slope is inevitable in the process of
building a city in the loess area, which will affect the deformation and stability of the filling slope. In
this paper, the loess fill slope of mountain excavation and city construction project in Yan’an City,
China, is taken as the research object, and, based on field investigation and sampling, the effect of
Loess Fill Slope Interface (LFSI) under rainfall is revealed by physical model test. The test samples
were taken from a Loess Fill in Qilipu community, Yan’an, and three layers of sensors were arranged
at the left and right interfaces of the original slope and the filled slope to monitor the water content,
pore water pressure and deformation and failure characteristics during the experiment. The results
show that ILFS is a rainfall dominant seepage channel, and the infiltration of rainfall along the
interface lags behind. In addition, the variation laws of water content and pore water pressure at
the interface between fill slope and original slope under rainfall are obtained. Finally, the failure
process of loess fill slope under rainfall is summarized: local mud flow failure at the toe of the slope
→ erosion in the middle of the slope→ crack initiation on the shoulder of the slope→ local slip
on the slope→ crack propagation on the shoulder of the slope→ shallow slip on the shoulder of
the slope, and the instability mechanism of loess fill slope under rainfall is further revealed. The
research results can provide theoretical and experimental reference for the protection of fill slopes in
loess areas.

Keywords: loess; filled slope; physical model test; interface effect; stability

1. Introduction

Large-scale mountain excavation and city construction project in the Loess Plateau of
China not only brings great opportunities for development, but also risks of slope disasters
and safety hazards [1,2]. Loess is loose in texture and easily softened by water [3]. Rainfall
is a common source of surface water, which may infiltrate along the interface between loess
fill slope and original slope, affecting the stability of loess fill slope in mountain excavation
and city construction project [4,5], triggering slip and instability (Figure 1). Filling body is
the main part of city building project, and is the most important part of the whole project;
its strength directly affects the success of the whole project. Therefore, the stability of filling
slope seriously affects the safety construction and operation of the project, and it is more
important to study the interface effect and instability mechanism between fill slope and
original slope under rainfall [6].

For the filling slope, predecessors have done a lot of research. Day [7] studied the
filled slope and concluded that the slope was unstable due to the loading of the top of the
slope and the shallow slope was not cleared in time. The damaged slope can be repaired
by removing the sliding soil and building a retaining wall. Cheuk et al. [8] discussed the
characteristics of soil nailing in fill slope by numerical simulation. The results show that the
soil nailing structure can reduce the deformation of the loose fill slope caused by rainfall
infiltration, so as to maintain the stability of the slope. Zhang [9] carried out the centrifugal
model test of loess high fill embankment to study the development process and distribution
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of embankment settlement. The results show that the settlement in the middle of the
embankment is greater than that of the shoulder, and the stability of the embankment slope
will be significantly reduced when the slope rate is too large or the construction speed is too
fast. Duan et al. [10] took the high fill slope as an example, the deformation and stability
were analyzed by finite element method and limit equilibrium method, and compared with
the monitoring data in construction. It was found that the stress and displacement results
calculated by finite element method were in good agreement with the field monitoring
data, indicating that the combination of finite element calculation and monitoring analysis
can guide the construction and reinforcement of high fill slope. Zhao et al. [11] divided
the rainfall infiltration process of the newly filled slope into three stages: free infiltration,
scouring infiltration and stable infiltration. During rainfall, the slope top is mainly vertical
expansion and contraction deformation, while the slope surface is mainly lateral free surface
displacement. Wang et al. [12] combined the relative displacement sensing technology and
GSM technology to monitor the fill slope near an airport, and the monitoring results can
be fed back to the monitoring station in real time, which successfully warned the collapse
of the monitoring point. The interface between the original slope and the fill slope will
inevitably be generated in the process of mountain excavation and city construction project,
and sliding failure may occur due to the different strength properties of the soil on both
sides. Through indoor physical model tests, Chang et al. [13] monitored and analyzed the
hydromechanical parameters of the loess fill slope, simulated the failure mode of the loess
fill slope, and proposed engineering measures to prevent and control the instability of the
loess fill slope.
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Figure 1. Loess filling slope disaster. (a) Local cracking of filling subgrade, (b) filling slope top cracks,
(c) local slip of fill slope and (d) collapse of channel fill slope.

Rainfall can induce slope failure [14–16], and more attention should be paid to the
effect of rainfall on loess filled slope. Through a series of laboratory slope failure tests,
Tohari et al. [17] recorded the hydrological response of the model slope to the saturation
process by using the volumetric soil moisture sensor, and proposed the concept of slope
failure prediction method induced by rainfall. Saadatkhah et al. [18] used the instantaneous
rainfall infiltration and grid-based regional slope stability analysis model, combined with
spatial rainfall distribution model, found that local daily rainfall is not the only factor
affecting slope stability, and long-term early rainfall may play a certain role in the formation
of slope failure mechanism. Hakro [19] believed that the failure of a slope is caused by
the increase of water content and pore pressure through indoor rainfall model test, and
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the pore pressure will increase sharply in the failure process. Gallage et al. [20] studied
the influence of slope inclination on slope stability by artificial rainfall test. The results
show that the slope is more prone to sudden collapse with the increase of slope angle in the
process of rainfall. Model test is an important means to study the deformation and failure
mechanism of slope affected by rainfall [21]. Therefore, a physical model test can be carried
out on loess filled slope.

In summary, previous scholars have studied the deformation and failure process,
instability mechanism, seepage field and stability of fill slope by using physical model test,
field test, field monitoring, numerical simulation or a combination of multiple methods,
and achieved a series of important results. However, there is a little research on the
interface effect between the loess fill slope and the original slope, and the research on the
variation of water content and pore pressure at the loess filling interface and the stability
of the slope under rainfall conditions is not deep enough. In this paper, the variation of
hydrological parameters of original slope and fill slope caused by rainfall infiltration and
some understandings of the interface effect of loess fill slope are obtained by physical model
test. The deformation characteristics and failure process of loess fill slope caused by rainfall
are also summarized. The research results can provide reference for the deformation and
stability of fill slope in mountain excavation and city construction project.

2. Experimental Design
2.1. Experimental Flume

A rigid model box with transparent organic glass on both sides is selected for physical
model test, and the front end is a water tank (Figure 2a,b). The size of the model box is
3.2 m × 1.4 m × 1.5 m and the size of the water tank is 1.4 m × 0.5 m × 0.3 m.
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2.2. Instrumentation

The experiment mainly includes rainfall device and sensor monitoring equipment.
The rainfall device is mainly composed of water pipeline, water tank, water pump, rainfall
sprinkler, portable control center and rainfall meter. In order to ensure the uniformity of
rainfall, the rainfall height was designed to be 6 m according to the top area and height
of the model. In the control system interface, the continuous change of rainfall intensity
can be realized by adjusting the opening degree of 0–150 mm/h, and the specific rainfall
intensity value can be obtained by connecting the rain gauge with the control system. The
sensors are pore water pressure sensor and moisture content sensor. The range of pore
water pressure sensor is −20–20 kpa, the output voltage range is 0–5 v, and the acquisition
frequency can reach 1 Hz, that is, 1 s can collect a datum. The moisture content sensor
can collect one datum in one minute, and the mass moisture content can be obtained by
dividing the corresponding dry density.

2.3. Materials and Methods

The test samples were taken from a Loess Fill in Qilipu community, Yan’an, Shaanxi,
China (Figure 3), and the retrieved soil samples were screened for 5 mm to remove large
particles and impurities. According to the actual situation, the dry density of the original
slope in the model test is 1.63 g/cm3, the water content is 13.5%, and the natural gravity
(the natural gravity of soil refers to the weight of soil under the condition of natural
moisture content, which is equal to the ratio of the total weight of soil to the total volume
of soil) is 18.53 kg/m3. The dry density of the fill slope is 1.58 g/cm3, the moisture content
is 10%, and the natural gravity is 17.38 kg/m3. Before the beginning of the model test,
the moisture content of the packaged soil was measured by the drying method, and the
moisture content was about 16.3%. Therefore, the soil needs to be turned and aired. The
measured water content after airing was about 14.2%. Considering the water loss in the
filling process, the original slope was filled directly with the water content. Test slope
model length × wide × Height = 3.2 m × 1.4 m × 1.2 m, the filling slope height is 0.9 m,
and the interface between the original slope and the filling body and the filling slope angle
are taken as 30◦ (Figure 2).

The modeling idea is to use the dry density and moisture content to jointly control the
manual compaction. Each 10 cm is divided into one layer, and the required mass of each
layer is calculated. Taking into account the slope shape to be formed in the later stage, the
soil that is appropriate greater than the calculated mass is weighed. The filling of the layer
is carried out, and the density of the compacted soil layer is measured by the ring knife
method. After meeting the requirements, the next layer of filling is carried out. Firstly, the
original slope is filled on the left side, and it is placed for a week. Then, the dry density
and moisture content of the filling area are controlled on the right side. The slope on the
right side is filled as the filling slope. When filling the filling slope, the penetration test
ring knife sample is taken to fill the filling area. The sensor part is buried using Luoyang
shovel. According to the meteorological data of Yan ‘an, the maximum rainfall in an hour
was 62 mm (1979) and the maximum daily rainfall was 139.9 mm (1981). According to the
similarity ratio of rainfall intensity, the model rainfall intensity is 12.4 mm/h. Since the
uniformity of rainfall device is poor at low rainfall intensity, and considering the uniformity
of rainfall time, by controlling the hourly rainfall to be 12.4 mm, 9 h–18 h per day, the rain
intensity was 24.8 mm/h. Observation and data collection are carried out during and after
rainfall. In the evening, the model was covered with plastic cloth to keep moisture until
the slope no longer changed significantly, and the experiment lasted for eight days. Three
layers of sensors were arranged on the left and right interface of the original slope and the
filled slope, with elevations of 1.0 m, 0.8 m and 0.4 m, respectively (Figure 2c,e). There were
six moisture measuring points and nine pore pressure measuring points in total, and the
collection interval of the two sensors was 1 min, which was mainly used to analyze the
interface effect on the same horizontal line.
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In order to simulate the interface effect between loess fill and original slope, plastic
mesh is used as sliding zone in this test [22] (Figure 2d). After the completion of slope
filling, marked nails are placed on the slope and the top of the fill slope in order to observe
the deformation characteristics of the slope and the top of the fill slope and analyze the
deformation and failure process of the fill slope (Figure 2f). Specifically, set for the top of
the slope inserts two rows, slope inserts four rows and each row inserts five marked nails.

3. Results
3.1. Variation of Slope Water Content
3.1.1. Variation of Water Content at Top of Slope (H1 = 1.0 m)

Figure 4 shows the variation curve of water content increment with time at different
measuring points at the top of the slope (H1 = 1.0 m). In the LFSI and the filling slope, the
variation of water content with time under the action of rainfall is similar: the water content
first increases gradually, and then gradually decreases after a period of rainfall when it
reaches a certain stable value or maximum value. Before the end of the daily rainfall, the
increment of volumetric water content at the interface W2 is greater than that in the filling
body W3, indicating that LFSI is an easy channel for rainfall seepage. The time of water
content decline at W2 measurement point was later than that at W3 after the end of rainfall,
indicating that part of the water will accumulate at LFSI and continue to permeate along
LFSI after rainfall, and the water at W2 at the interface is supplemented, resulting in the
lag of water content decline at W2.
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3.1.2. Variation of Water Content in the Middle and Upper Slope (H2 = 0.8 m)

Figure 5 shows the variation of water content in the middle and upper slope (H2 = 0.8 m)
(W5 is located at LFSI and W6 is located in the filling body). It can be found that the water
content in the middle and upper part of the slope increases gradually with time under
the action of rainfall. When it increases to a certain stable value or maximum value, it
gradually decreases after a period of rainfall, which is basically consistent with the variation
trend of W2 and W3 measuring points at the top of the slope. The increment of volume
moisture content before the end of rainfall shows that water content W5 is greater than
W6, indicating that LFSI has infiltration advantage. The reason for the abnormality on
the third day may be that the water content at W6 increased for a period after the rainfall
on the second day. It is speculated that cracks occur near W6, and the rainwater is easy
to gather at the measuring point, resulting in the increment of moisture content of W6.
At 17 h 26 min on the third day, a shallow slope slip occurred, and the stress inside the
slope was redistributed, resulting in no obvious seepage advantage at W6. Therefore, the
advantageous seepage at the interface is reflected again after the fourth day. The time of
water content decline in W5 after the end of rainfall was later than that in W6, indicating
that water distribution at the end of rainfall was collected at the interface and continued
to infiltrate along the interface, supplementing water content in W5, resulting in lagging
water content decline in W5.

3.1.3. Variation of Water Content in Slope Toe (H3 = 0.4 m)

Figure 6 shows the variation of water content increment at different measuring points
at the foot of slope (H3 = 0.4 m) with time (W8 is located at LFSI and W9 is located in
the filling body). From the fourth day of rainfall, with the increase of rainfall time, the
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increment of moisture content of W8 began to be greater than that of W9, which also
indicates that there is a lag phenomenon of rainfall infiltration along LFSI.
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According to the analysis of the above test results, the essence of the “interface effect”
of the loess fill slope is that the interface is a rainfall dominant seepage channel, and there
is a lag phenomenon of rainfall infiltration along the interface (Figures 4–6), that is, after
the end of rainfall, part of the water will continue to be collected at LFSI and penetrate
along LFSI.

3.2. Variation of Pore Water Pressure of Slope

Pore water pressure increment (the pore water pressure measured at each point at
each time was subtracted from the pore water pressure before the test (9 h per day)) is
adopted for analysis.

3.2.1. Variation of Pore Water Pressure at Top of Slope (H1 = 1.0 m)

Figure 7 shows the curve of pore water pressure increment versus time at the top of
slope (H1 = 1.0 m) (pp1 is located in the original slope, pp2 is located in the LFSI, and
pp3 is located in the fill slope, where pp represents pore water pressure, the number is the
corresponding measuring point position number). It can be found that the pore pressure at
each measuring point increases sharply first and then decreases in the process of rainfall.
The change of pore water pressure mainly comes from seepage. In the process of rainfall,
rainwater infiltrates from the top of the slope and the slope surface, and seepage occurs
inside the slope, which makes the pore water pressure gradually increase. As the infiltration
of rainwater gradually forms a transient saturated zone on the surface of the slope body,
the infiltration rate of rainwater decreases, resulting in a slow or declining increase of pore
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pressure. Pore water pressure decreases gradually after rainfall due to the lack of water
replenishment and evaporation of slope.
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3.2.2. Variation of Pore Water Pressure in Middle and Upper Slope (H2 = 0.8 m)

Figure 8 shows the curve of pore water pressure increment versus time in middle
and upper slope (H2 = 0.8 m) (pp5 is located in the original slope, pp6 is located in the
LFSI, and pp6 is located in the fill slope). It can be found that the pore pressure at each
measuring point gradually increases sharply, then increases slowly or decreases, and
decreases gradually after the end of rainfall.

3.2.3. Variation of Pore Water Pressure in Slope Toe (H3 = 0.4 m)

Figure 9 shows the curve of pore water pressure increment versus time in slope toe (H3
= 0.4 m) (pp7 is located in the original slope, pp8 is located in the LFSI, and pp9 is located
in the fill slope). As can be seen from Figure 9, pore water pressure at each measuring
point first rises sharply, then rises slowly or decreases, and gradually decreases after the
end of rainfall. The pore pressure data fluctuated significantly after the rainfall at pp9
measurement point on the fourth day, which may be caused by the mudflow destruction
at the foot of slope on the third day and the rainfall on the fourth day, resulting in the
development of cracks near pp9 measurement point, and the pore pressure oscillated
significantly under the action of rainfall in the following days.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Variation Characteristics of Water Content and Pore Pressure

Figure 10a shows the daily maximum increment change curves of water content at
W2 and W3 at the top of the slope (H1 = 1.0 m). It can be seen that the maximum daily
increment of water content ∆w gradually decreases with the increase of rainfall days, and
the cumulative increment value is 99.5% and 63.4%, respectively, which may be because
with the increase of rainfall days, the soil at W2 and W3 is closer to the saturated water
content [23], resulting in the decrease of the maximum increment, which is consistent with
the model test conclusion of Crosta [24] and Li et al. [25]. In Figure 10b, W5 shows a similar
law with the W2 and W3, and the cumulative increment value is 79.2%, while the daily
maximum increment of water content of W6 in the filling slope increases first and then
decreases gradually with the increase of rainfall days. It can be seen from Figure 10c that
the daily maximum increment of water content at W8 and W9 increased first and then
decreased gradually with the increase of rainfall days, and both reached the maximum
value on the second day of rainfall, but the cumulative increment value is55.0% and 51.7%,
respectively. It is speculated that this may be related to scouring damage in the middle of
slope on the second day of rainfall.

Figure 11a shows the daily maximum increment change curves of pore water pressure
at the top of the slope (H1 = 1.0 m). On the first to fourth day of rainfall, pp1, pp2 and pp3
near the top of the slope showed that the daily maximum pore water pressure increment
∆µ gradually increases and the increasing speed is slower with the increase of rainfall days.
Under the action of rainfall, the daily maximum pore pressure increment at LFSI (pp2) near
the top of the slope is greater than that of the fill slope (pp3), which once again shows that
rainfall at LFSI is easy to infiltrate. As can be seen from Figure 11b, the daily maximum
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pore pressure increments at pp4, pp5 and pp6 are characterized by a sharp increase at the
beginning of the rainfall, then a steady increase, and finally an increase trend. The daily
maximum increments at LFSI and within the filling slope are greater than those within the
original slope (pp4 measuring point), while the daily maximum pore pressure increment at
pp5 at LFSI is basically stable in the later stage of rainfall. It can be seen from Figure 11c
that the daily maximum pore pressure increment of each measuring point pp7, pp8 and
pp9 on the first to fourth day of rainfall gradually increases with the increase of rainfall
days. Locally, the daily maximum pore pressure increment of pp9 at the foot of the fill
slope first decreases, then increases and finally decreases, which is closely related to the
process of water enrichment at the foot of the slope and water seepage after slump, and also
consistent with the experimental results of Chueasamat et al. [26] and Orense et al. [27].
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4.2. Analysis of Slope Deformation Characteristics and Failure Process

The increase of pore water pressure will cause slope failure during rainfall [28–30].
The foot of the filled slope is the most vulnerable place to damage under the action of
rainfall [13,17,26,27], which is due to the low terrain at the toe of the slope, the rainwater is
easy to collect, and the soil is soaked [17,27,31], resulting in the reduction of shear strength.
At 14 h 25 min on the first day of rainfall, two mud flow failures occurred at the slope
toe (Figure 12a). Figure 12b shows that there are many small-scale mud flow damages on
the slope surface at 17 h 45 min after the end of rainfall on the first day, and local erosion
damages occur in the middle and both sides. Figure 12c shows the picture of slope surface
18 h after the end of rainfall on the second day. The slope erosion continued to intensify on
the second day of rainfall, and the erosion on the right side is the most serious. Obvious
cracks appeared at 8 h 50 min before rainfall on the third day near the slope shoulder
(Figure 12d), which may be related to the evaporation of water at night on the previous day.
The crack L1 was about 18 cm from the slope shoulder, about 90 cm in length, and about
47 cm from the left side of the model box.
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At 17 h 26 min on the third day of rainfall, two large-scale shallow sliding failures
occurred at about 0.85 m from the bottom of the slope (Figure 13a). The sliding width of the
left side is about 74.2 cm and the right sliding width is about 65.8 cm, and the right sliding
trailing edge was 22 cm more than the left sliding trailing edge. It can also be seen from
slope monitoring landmarks 6-2 and 6-4 that there is also a small scale of sliding damage
above shallow sliding. Under the action of long-term rainfall, shallow sliding failure is
more likely to occur in the lower part of the slope, which is consistent with Wu et al. [32]
and Kim et al. [33] model test. At 8 h 50 min before the rainfall on the fourth day, there were
five cracks near the slope shoulder (Figure 13b), and four new cracks (L2, L3, L4 and L5)
were generated on the slope surface and slope top near the slope shoulder. The length of
L1 does not change, but the width increases; L2 and L3 are located on the slope, L2 is about
38 cm long, 22 cm away from the slope shoulder, and L3 is about 32 cm long, 35 cm away
from the slope shoulder; L4 and L5 are located on the slope top, L4 is about 52 cm long,
and the longest distance slope shoulder is about 14 cm and L5 is about 31 cm long, 12 cm
away from the slope shoulder. The development of cracks indicates that the continuous
action of rainfall produces the change of stress field in the slope [34,35], and the tensile
stress is generated near the top and shoulder of the slope, which is easy to produce tensile
failure [35,36].
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Figure 14a shows the change of shoulder cracks in the first 8 h 50 min of daily rain-
fall from day four to day nine. Under the action of continuous rainfall, the cracks near
the slope shoulder gradually increased, expanded and deepened, L4 and L5 cracks be-
gan to connect from the sixth day, and gradually developed in the later stage, but there
was no significant change in the overall shape of the slope from the third day. More-
over, on the eighth day of rainfall, the slope body was still not damaged along the crack,
which may be due to the blockage of the shear outlet of the sliding body on the slope
shoulder by the mud flow accumulated at the slope foot (Figure 14b). Considering the
gentle angle of the slope itself and no further change in the overall shape of the slope
since the mud flow at the foot of the slope, the test was stopped after the rainfall on the
eighth day.
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In summary, the deformation and failure mode of loess fill slope under rainfall is
shallow slip, and the failure process can be summarized as follows: local mud flow failure
at the toe of the slope → erosion in the middle of the slope → crack initiation on the
shoulder of the slope→ local slip on the slope→ crack propagation on the shoulder of the
slope→ shallow slip on the shoulder of the slope. Under the long-term effect of rainfall,
the loess fill slope of mountain excavation and city construction project will first appear
small mud flow damage at the foot of the slope, and then cracks appear at the shoulder
of the slope. Rainwater infiltrates along the interface between the original slope and the
filling slope and cracks, resulting in a sharp increase in the internal moisture content and
pore pressure of the filling slope, which reduces the strength of the slope soil. Especially,
under the action of repeated rainfall, the shallow surface soil will suffer obvious damage
by dry-wet cycle [36,37], rainwater is more easily infiltrated, and the shear strength of
soil will be reduced [38,39], resulting in the shallow landslide disaster of the filling slope.
Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention to the treatment of slope shoulder and interface,
and strengthen drainage and ecological protection measures for loess fill slope of mountain
excavation and city construction project [13].

5. Conclusions

Taking the typical mountain excavation and city construction project fill slope in Yan’an
as the research background, through the physical model test of filling slope considering
interface effect under rainfall, the following conclusions are drawn:
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(1) The essence of the “interface effect” of loess fill slope is that the interface is a dominant
seepage channel of rainfall, and there is lag phenomenon of rainfall infiltration along
the interface; that is, some water will continue to accumulate at the interface of loess
fill slope after rainfall, and continue to infiltrate along the interface;

(2) The increase of pore water pressure will cause slope failure during rainfall, and the
foot of the filled slope is the most vulnerable place to damage under the action of
rainfall, which is due to the low terrain at the toe of the slope, the rainwater is easy
to collect, and the soil is soaked, resulting in the reduction of shear strength. The
appearance picture of slope deformation characteristics shows that shallow sliding
failure is more likely to occur in the lower part of the slope under long-term rainfall;

(3) The deformation and failure mode of loess fill slope under rainfall is shallow slip, and
the failure process can be summarized as follows: local mud flow failure at the toe of
the slope→ erosion in the middle of the slope→ crack initiation on the shoulder of
the slope→ local slip on the slope→ crack propagation on the shoulder of the slope
→ shallow slip on the shoulder of the slope.

The interface and its effect in the geological body is a very complex, difficult and mean-
ingful research topic. As for the simulation of the original slope in the indoor model test of
the excavated and filled slope of the City-building gully, since the original slope is formed
for a long time and has its own structure in practical engineering, and it is impossible to
simulate the original slope in the laboratory through simple ramming. Therefore, how
to simulate the original slope needs further discussion and verification. In addition, the
interface simulation is difficult in the model test. The slope is formed by tamping; therefore,
the original slope and filling are simulated by plastic window gauze, and the test effect is
not ideal. How to simulate the interface and reflect the interface effect in the model test
needs further discussion and verification.
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